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Welcome!
Please save all questions until the end of the presentation. 
We ask all questions will be typed in the Chat Box at the end of the presentation. 
THANK YOU!
LET’S GET STARTED!
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– Lean Six Sigma
– Homeland Security
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Carrie Beam, Ph.D.
Teaching Associate Professor
Dr. Beam is a Teaching Associate Professor for the Department of 
Industrial Engineering at the University of Arkansas. She holds a Ph.D. 
in Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, and has taught 
Introduction to Operations Management, Intro to Decision Support 
Systems, Introduction to Analytics, Probability and Statistics, Lean Six 
Sigma, Maintenance and Reliability, Risk Management, and a variety 
of other operations management topics since she began with the 
program in 2012. She has been teaching online since 2007. She also 
works as a consultant, specializing in data science and 
analytics. Projects include descriptive and predictive analytics, and 
help inform such decisions as market segmentation, direct marketing 
strategy, customer churn analysis, and coupon/pricing analysis. She is 
also the recipient of the 2016 MSOM Faculty Member of the Year Award. 
TODAY’S PRESENTER
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What is Operations Management?
• “The Science of Better”
• Intersection of engineering, analytics, and 
business
• Application of repeatable procedures, 
techniques, and quantitative methods to run 
businesses more effectively and efficiently
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What is the Franz Edelman Award?
• Full title:  “Franz Edelman Award for Achievement 
in Advanced Analytics, Operations Research, and 
Management Science”
• Annual competition in which 20+ entries lead to 
6-7 finalists and one winner
– Intel, CDC/KidRisk Polio, Amazon.com, IBM, Alibaba, 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering, and many more have 
competed
• $292 billion in cumulative benefits since 
inception
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2019 Edelman Winner:  Louisville Metropolitan Sewer 
District with Tetra Tech
This is me: coach!
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Stakeholder Engagement
• Stakeholders 
– have a need 
– provide resources for solution
• Success depends on meeting needs of 
stakeholders
• Edelman competition rules specifically ask 
about stakeholder engagement
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Stakeholders in the Edelman
• Challenge:  polio eradication
– 3 strains of the disease
– Not easy to detect (not all cases lead to paralysis)
– 2 types of vaccines
– Can’t vaccinate everybody fast enough
• Stakeholders:  complex, global 
– CDC, WHO, UNICEF, local governments
– Vaccine manufacturers
– Health care workers and medical facilities
– Citizens
• Outcomes:  both human health and economic outcomes
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Edelman 2014 Winners
• Math + vaccine = no more polio
• Results:  
– Speed is more important than coverage at 
beginning of outbreak
– Eradication better than control
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MSOM Program: 
Learn to More Effectively Engage Stakeholders
• Leadership Principles
– Consider all stakeholders when leading
• Organizing for Change
– Bring all stakeholders on board
• Project Management
– Communicate with project sponsors
• Strategic Management
– Align with stakeholder strategy
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Iterative Development
• “Ready, fire, aim”
• Get a small version of it working first
• Work with stakeholders to verify solution 
satisfies strategic needs
• Work with those on the front lines to verify 
solution is practical
• Continuous improvement
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Iterative Development in the Edelman
• Challenge: optimal chip manufacture
– Expensive to design and debug a chip
– Too complicated to make 100 chips for 100 
different computer models; maybe make 10
– Can often upgrade a chip; can’t downgrade
– Hard to predict demand 3 years out
– Get it manufactured and installed across global 
supply chains (110,000 employees, 46 countries)
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Edelman 2020 Winner
• $25 billion in savings
• Your laptop is now 
better because it has 
the right chips inside
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MSOM Program:  Learn to Leverage 
Iterative Development




– Reduce defects in goods and services
– “Quality is free; variability is expensive”
• Decision Models
– Iterate until come to efficient frontier
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Scaled-up Implementation
• Deploy across the organization to leverage 
benefits
• Can this technology be applied elsewhere?  
Other companies?  Other industries?
• Edelman competition seeks out large-scale 
deployment of algorithms and transportable 
results
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Scaled-up Implementation in the 
Edelman
• Challenge:  wastewater flooding streets after 
storm
– Rainfall unpredictable
– Expensive to build new holding tanks
– Can open and close existing sewers to hold some 
water
– Can process some (but not all) wastewater and 
release that safely
– Can we manage smart instead of build big?
– Can we share this with 800+ riverfront communities?
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Edelman 2019 Winner
• Use sensors in sewers plus mathematical 
optimization to open and shut sewers during a 
storm
• Louisville MSD: $200 million savings + clean 
water
• Over a decade, other riverfront cities saved 
$1bn in avoidable infrastructure costs
• US alone has great need: 800+ river 
communities
• No big dig needed:  now we can hold it! 
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Scaled-up Implementation in the 
Edelman
• Challenge:  get package to the customer on 
time
– Package delivery varies
– Package -> Driver -> Route -> Customer
–Weather and traffic
– Can we drive smarter, save miles and still deliver?
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Edelman 2016 Winner
• Use GPS technology plus mathematical 
optimization to update routes 
throughout the day 
• 250 million addresses in system
• 55,000 drivers, 16 million packages 8 
million customers … every day!
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MSOM Program:  Learn to Scale Up
• Introduction to Data Analytics for OM
– Data-driven decisions
• Principles of Operations Research
– Constrained linear optimization
• Supply Chain Management
– Forecast, stock, and price it right
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Summary
Competitor Summary MSOM tie-ins
CDC and KidRisk (2014), 
lives saved
Math + vaccine = no more 
polio
Many stakeholders
Intel (2020), $25 billion Your computer is now 
better because it has the 
right chips inside
Iterative development
Louisville MSD and Tetra 
Tech (2019), $200 million + 
clean water
Now we can hold it!  No
more wastewater in the 
streets after a storm
Scalable deployment
UPS (2016), $400 million 
plus 100K tons CO2 saved
Your package gets a 
customized best route, all 
the time
Scalable deployment
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Where can I find Edelman competition 
videos?
• Edelman overview:  YouTube 
https://youtu.be/_fiTelkcHi4
• See the 2020 competition  
http://info.informs.org/2020edelman
• Come join us online in April 2021 to see who 
wins this year’s contest!
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Want to learn more?
operations-management.uark.edu
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M.S. OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
AT A GLANCE:
• 100% Online (or live)
• In-State Tuition for Everyone!
• 10 Graduate Course Program (30 hours)
– Up to 4 prerequisite classes may be required
• Five 8-week Sessions Per Year
• Pair Master’s with Graduate Certificate with 
no extra hours required
• No GRE/GMAT required with 3.0 Bachelor's GPA
• Total Program Cost is $12,000 to $15,000 
(depending on prereqs needed)
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Graduate Certificates
Project Management – Designed to provide skills to 
become better project managers and prepare for PMP 
Certification 
Homeland Security – Designed for industry and safety 
professionals to learn how to mitigate risk
Lean Six Sigma – Learn how to eliminate problems, 
remove waste and reduce variation to improve 
operations
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Graduate Certificates
• Only 4 Classes!
• Obtain as part of your Master’s Degree without 
taking extra classes
• 2.5 Undergraduate GPA required for admission
• No GRE/GMAT
• Classes will double count!
• Can also be completed as stand-alone program
• Transition to MSOM option with no GRE
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Covid-19 Special Announcement:
Effective for Summer & Fall 2021 terms, at this time we 
are waiving the GRE for applicants with a 2.5-2.99 
undergraduate GPA. Applicants with above a 3.0 GPA is 
automatically waived for any term.
Once GRE testing centers resume operations, the 
standard admissions requirements will go back into full 
effect.




Type your questions 
in the chat section 
of this session.
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NEXT WEBINAR:
WEDNESDAY FEB. 10 @ NOON CST
Agile Project Management & Innovative Technology Development
Presented by: Dr. Rocky Gay
• For information about our flexible degree program options, 
email Karin Hickenbotham kahicken@uark.edu
or visit operations-management.uark.edu
• Registered participants will receive an email with the video 
link to this webinar and a PDF of the presentation.
• We hope to see you online next month!
THANKS FOR ATTENDING!
